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Summary 

The Conflict Monitoring Center is an Islamabad based Independent Research Center which 

monitors anti-state and anti-government violence and counter insurgency initiatives by 

security forces. For preparation of this report the CMC collected data from Inter Services 

Public Relations, Ministry of Interior, Health Departments of Provinces, National, 

International and Local media and CMC's own representatives. CMC's annual study report 

demonstrates that security situation in the country has improved and a significant reduction in 

suicide attacks is observed. A further sharp decline in suicide attacks was observed since 

October after the All Parties Conference convened by Prime Minister which devised policy of 

dialogue with militants and adopted the slogan 'Give Peace a chance'.  

The report contains detailed data of 2011 as well as a comparative analysis of suicide attacks 

since 2002. It contains tables of yearly and province-wise break-ups of past nine years. 

According to the data compiled by the CMC, militants carried out 41 suicide attacks during 

the year 2011 in Pakistan. 606 people were killed and 1002 were injured in these attacks.  

Among the dead, 59 percent (358 out of 606) and 85 percent (856 out of 1002) of the injured 

were innocent citizens. Army lost 33 of its soldiers while 110 personnel of Frontier Corp (a 

paramilitary force) and 54 policemen lost their lives in these suicide attacks. Fifty one suicide 

bombers were used to carry out 41 suicide attacks because in some strikes more than one 

human bomb was used. Among the injured were 44 Army Soldiers, 31 FC personnel and 71 

policemen. Khyber Pakhtunekha saw highest number of suicide attacks and subsequent 

deaths. 406 people were killed in 22 suicide attacks in KPK Province. FATA was second 

most affected region after KPK where militants carried out 9 suicide attacks killing 76 

people. In Sindh 18 people were killed in 5 suicide attacks. In Baluchistan 44 people were 

killed in 3 suicide attacks while Punjab province observed two such attacks in which 61 

people were killed. No suicide attack was carried out in Azad Kashmir and Gilgit Baltistan. 

Highest number of suicide attacks in a single month was observed in March when militants 

carried out 6 suicide attacks killing 92 people. Deadliest single month of the year was May 

when 144 people died in 4 suicide attacks. In 2011 the number of deaths in suicide attacks 

declined by 48 percent. 

Number of suicide attacks in Afghanistan was 2.5 times higher than Pakistan in 2011. 

Militants carried out 102 suicide attacks in Afghanistan in which 675 people were killed.  

CMC's analysis shows a downward trend in number of suicide attacks during previous two 

years. After successful military operations in Swat and South Waziristan, militants' 

capabilities to carryout high profile attacks against army installations have significantly 

reduced. Only four suicide attacks against military targets were recorded during the year. 

Majority of the suicide attacks in 2011 targeted innocent civilians. In 23 out of 41 attacks the 

targets were the civilian.  
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 Militants have carried out more than three hundred suicide attacks in Pakistan since 2002 as 

a whole. 4810 people have been killed in these attacks (including the suicide bombers). 

Highest number of suicide attacks in Pakistan was carried out in 2009 when militants struck 

76 times and killed 949 people. However highest number of deaths were recorded in 2010 

when 1167 people were killed in 49 suicide attacks. About 90% reduction in the province of 

Punjab is observed since 2010 while in Sindh suicide attacks were increased.  

In September Pakistani leadership in an All Parties Conference decided to initiate dialogues 

with militants. After that a sharp decline in suicide attacks is observed. Five suicide attacks 

were reported in September alone but after the APC's joint declaration remaining three month 

of the year saw only 5 attacks. Two of them were just accidental blasts by suicide bombers. 

The APC had called for 'give peace a chance' policy and asked fo4810r dialogue with 

militants fighting against Pakistani security forces. Prior to this APC average suicide attacks 

per month was 4 while during next three months a sharp 62.5 percent decline was observed 

and average suicide attacks per month dropped to 2.5. 

 

 

Table 1-  Month-Wsie Breakup of 2011 

Mil=Military, PM=Para Military, P=Police, M=Militants, C=Civilians 

 

 

 

Month Attacks Killed Injured 

Mil PM P M C Total Mil PM P M C Total 

January 4 0 15  12 4 9 40     117 117 

February 2 31   1  32 42     42 

March 6   10 6 76 92     169 169 

April 5 1  1 6 63 71 2  10  153 165 

May 4  73 11 5 55 144   46  68 114 

June 3   12 7 26 45   14  56 70 

July 3 1  2 3 5 11     27 27 

August 4    4 62 66     105 105 

September 5  13 3 6 58 80  16   155 171 

October 1   1 1 1 3   1  6 7 

November 3   2 7 3 12       

December 1  9  1  10  15    15 

Total 41 33 110 54 51 358 606 44 31 71  856 1002 
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1 Brief History of Suicide Attacks 

 A common perception has been developed that only Muslim militants use suicide attacks as 

their weapon against their enemies. There are two types of perception generally. The first one 

is that Islam promotes violence and incites its follower for armed struggle and suicide attacks. 

The second type of perception is carried by those Muslims who support suicide bombings and 

have sympathies for Muslim militants. They have this self-established perception that 

carrying out suicide attack needs highest level of commitment to one's belief and faith. For 

them only Muslims have that highest level of courage and commitment to their belief to 

sacrifice their lives for a greater cause. Both the perceptions are simply myths actually. 

Suicide attacks have no connection with a specific religion, region or culture. They were 

always used in political armed conflicts. In 17
th

 century during the war for the control of 

Taiwan, Dutch soldiers used to blow themselves to avoid being captured by Koxinga's forces. 

During the process they used to kill their captors.  

The attack on Pearl Harbour called Hawai Operation by the Japanese Imperial General 

Headquarter against the United States naval base at Pearl Harbour can be cited suicide attack 

in the modern warfare. This suicidal mission was conducted on the morning of December 7, 

1941. Apart of loss of battle ships and air craft, 2402 Americans were killed and 1282 

wounded. In the mission 65 Japanese service men were died, 29 air craft and 5 submarines 

were destroyed.
1
  

During Belgian revolution against Dutch occupation, a Dutch captain blew his ship along 

with him and other soldiers to avoid being captured by Belgians. It was a navel suicide 

bombing just like car bombing. In 1864 a German soldier carried out a suicide bombing to 

hole into a Danish fortification. Tsar Russia Alexander II was killed in a suicide attack in 

1881. In 1943 a suicide assassination plane was hatched to kill Hitler but it could not succeed. 

During World War II German pilots used to strike their airplanes to destroy bridges to stop 

Russian advancement.  After World War II, Vietnamese used suicide attacks to resist against 

French occupation. They were called Death Volunteers. An Arab Christian carried out a 

suicide attack to destroy a French Ship during Suez crisis in 1956.  

In guerrilla warfare suicide attacks were started by Tamil Tigers of Sri Lanka who wanted to 

establish their separate state in Jaffna. Tamil Tigers also killed Indian Prime Minister Rajeev 

Gandhi in a suicide attack. Before US occupation of Afghanistan Tamil Tigers had conducted 

highest number of suicide attacks in the history. After start of fresh Intifada in 2002, 

Palestinian militants started to use suicide attacks against Israeli targets. From Palestinians 

this phenomenon spread in other conflict zones where Muslims are fighting armed struggles. 

                                                           
1
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attack_on_Pearl_Harbor  
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Although militants have carried out some suicide attacks in Indian occupied Kashmir but it 

could not become a prevailing trend. 
2
 

  

2 Brief History of Suicide Attacks in Pakistan 

The recent wave of suicide attacks in Pakistan started after 9/11 when Pakistan sided with US 

in its war against Al-Qaeda and Taliban. First suicide attack in Pakistan was carried out in 

2002 in Karachi against French Engineers
3
. After Lal Masjid Operation

4
 in capital Islamabad 

against religious cleric Moulna Abdul Aziz and his brother Moulana Abd ur Rasheed Ghazi, 

who were challenging the writ of the government, a surge in suicide attacks was observed
5
. 

Escalation in suicide attacks after Lal Masjid Operation can be judged from the fact that 

before this operation 33 suicide attacks were recorded in six and half year period (from 2002 

to Jul 2007) while 43 suicide attacks 

were observed in just six months after the operation. In total militants have carried out more 

than three hundred suicide attacks in Pakistan since 2002. 4810 people have been killed in 

these attacks (including the suicide bombers). Highest number of suicide attacks in Pakistan 

was carried out in 2009 when militants made 76 such attacks killing 949 people. However 

highest number of deaths were recorded in 2010 when 

1167 people were killed in 49 suicide attacks. In 2011 the 

number of deaths in suicide attacks declined by 48 percent. 

KPK province always remained most vulnerable province 

where 162 (53%) of the total attacks took place since 

2002. Punjab is next in the line despite being a non-

Pashtun province where 55 suicide attacks have been 

recorded during last 9 years. Federally Administrated 

Tribal Areas (FATA) is also badly affected by suicide 

attacks where 53 suicide attacks are carried out since 2002. 

Sindh and Baluchistan are equal in number as both the 

provinces witnessed 15 suicide attacks each.  

                                                           
2
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suicide_attack  

3
 http://archives.dawn.com/2002/05/09/top1.htm 

4
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lal_Masjid_Operation 

Red Mosque Operaion and its impact on growth of Taliban in Pakistan by Qandeel Siddique for Norwegian 

Defense Research Establishment (FFI)
5

  http://www.ffi.no/no/Rapporter/08-01915.pdf 

6
 http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/pakistan/database/Fidayeenattack.htm 

Year   Attacks    Fatalities 

2002 2 27 

2003 2 69 

2004 7 89 

2005 4 84 

2006 7 161 

2007 54 765 

2008 59 893 

2009 76 949 

2010
6
 49 1167 

2011 41 606 

Total 301 4810 
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3 Unprecedented Civilian Deaths 

Militant groups responsible for carrying out suicide attacks in Pakistan claim that they are 

waging Jihad, which is one of the basic tenets of Islam. Nevertheless, practically these 

militants follow neither Islamic nor International rules of war. Worship places like mosques 

and shrine, hospitals, markets, hotels, bakeries or be it whatever public place; they do not 

hesitate to target it with whatever type of attack they like. Inspired by Al-Qaeda’s Takfeeri 

ideology, these militants create their own theories, logics, and arguments to justify their 

ruthless attacks. Conflict Monitoring Center’s study shows that during the year 2011, sixty 

percent of the suicide attacks were carried out at public places. Mounting civilian casualties 

in suicide attacks can be gauged from the fact that 59 percent of those killed and 85 percent 

of the injured were ordinary civilians.  

Upward trend in suicide attacks at public places also exhibit the desperation of militants. 

They have lost their focus on security forces. There was a time when Pakistani public opinion 

was divided on the issue of militancy but suicide attacks at public places deprived these 

militants off from any sympathy they were enjoying in certain quarters of the society.  

Growing tendency to target civilians in suicide attacks suggests that militants acquire soft 

targets. This trend of attacking civilian targets creates terror and havoc in the society, which 

leads to a sense of insecurity and lack of trust in the ability of country’s security forces to 

protect its citizens or in other way they show their muscles. It seems the efforts are focused 

on shaping the will, opinion, and to test the spirit of the people of Pakistan. It seems militants 

are trying to enforce their ‘policy of compellence’ by using coercive methods. People are 

actually the center of gravity of Pakistan and the real players in building comprehensive 

national security. 

Consistent suicide attacks against Shia and Brailvee communities in recent month's exhibit 

that militant groups active in Pakistan are more occupied with sectarian strife.  

 

4 Suicide Attacks against Tribal Elders 

As mentioned above that suicide attacks at public places have deprived militants off from 

public sympathies they had been enjoying in the past. Militants' behavior of coercive 

approach has led the public of different conflict zones to establish their Quomi Lashkars 

which is like community policing. The government and security forces backed these Quomi 

Lahkars
7
. Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan's Muftees issued Fatwa against tribal elders who had 

formed Lashkars to safeguard their area from influence of Taliban. After the Fatwa these 

tribal elders are frequent target of suicide bombers. During the year 2011 not only the tribal 

elders themselves were targeted by suicide bombers and other attacks by militants but funeral 

                                                           
7
 http://centralasiaonline.com/en_GB/articles/caii/features/pakistan/main/2011/10/05/feature-01 
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processions of the tribal elders and their relatives were also not spared. 89 people were killed 

in two such major suicide attacks during 2011
8
. 

 

5 Province-Wise Overview 

1. Khyber Pakhtunkha 

During 2011 KPK province remained most affected part of the 

country with regards to suicide attacks. Pashtun belt of KPK province 

and FATA were directly affected by US led war against Al-Qaeda 

and Taliban as the people in this belt have historic relations with 

Pashtun population across the border.  This belt was a base camp for 

Jihad against Russia. After US invasion of Afghanistan people from 

this Pashtun belt started to go across the border to attack on Coalition 

troops. Pakistan deployed more than 80000 troops to stop cross border movement of militants 

as being partner of this war on terror. The militants turned their guns towards Pakistan and 

started attacking its troops. KPK and FATA became battle grounds. Since 2002 KPK 

province witnessed 162 suicide attacks which are the 53% of total attacks in the country in 

last 9 years. KPK and FATA faced 71% suicide attacks from 2002 to 2011 collectively. 

During 2011 KPK witnessed 22 while FATA witnessed 9 suicide attacks. Together it is 75% 

of the total attacks occurred in 2011. Obviously subsequent deaths were also highest in KPK 

where 406 people were killed during the year. It is 67% of the total resultant deaths in 

Pakistan in 2011. In FATA 76 people were killed in 9 such attacks.  

Despite this bleak picture, there is some encouraging news for the KPK as well. In 

comparison with 2009, fifty percent reduction in suicide attacks has been observed. However 

no significant reduction is seen in comparison with 2010. During 2010, militants carried out 

26 suicide attacks while in 2011, they carried out 22 suicide attacks in KPK.  

Business activities in provincial capital Peshawar have suffered great blows due to suicide 

attacks. During past year militants carried out four suicide attacks in Peshawar killing 67 

people. In three attacks police was targeted while a funeral procession of the wife of a Quomi 

Lashkar head was targeted in one attack. Peshawar is most affected city of the KPK which 

saw 35 suicide attacks during past 9 years.  However suicide attacks in the city saw 

remarkable reduction during past two years. Since 2009 Peshawar saw 84% reduction in 

suicide attacks. In 2009, suicide bomber struck 17 times in Peshawar while in 2010 number 

of such attacks reduced to 6. Due to downward trend in suicide attacks, business activities in 

the city have significantly improved. However its proximity to the conflict zones is a big 

reason of constant uncertainty. Especially militants active in Bara area of Khyber Agency 

often conduct kidnapping for ransom activities. Mangal Bagh, the head of Lashkar-e-Islam 

militant group was a constant threat to business community of the city. Security Forces 

                                                           
8
 http://centralasiaonline.com/en_GB/articles/caii/features/pakistan/main/2011/10/05/feature-01 

KPK 162 

Punjab 55 

Sindh 15 

Baluchistan 15 

FATA 53 

Azad Kashmir 1 

Gilgit Baltistan 0 

Since 2002  
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during 2010-11 conducted successful operations against him and now the Lashkar-e-Islam's 

threat has significantly weakened.  

After Peshawar, Bannu is most affected district of KPK as for as suicide attacks are 

concerned. During previous 9 years militants carried out 19 suicide attacks in this district. 

This district has seen a remarkable reduction in suicide attacks too. In 2009 ten suicide 

bombings were recorded in Bannu while in 2010 the number of suicide attacks reduced to 

two only. The year 2011 witnessed further reduction and only one suicide attacks in Bannu 

district was reported.   

2. Punjab 

In the past province of Punjab remained frequent target of suicide bombings. After KPK it 

saw second highest number of suicide attacks in the country. During past 9 years militants 

carried out 55 suicide attacks in the province. Suicide attacks in Punjab have exceeded the 

number of suicide attacks in FATA. However the number of suicide attacks in Punjab has 

reduced in previous two years. In 2011 militants carried out only two suicide attacks in this 

province.  

The overall reduction in number of suicide attacks in Pakistan is actually the result of the 

reduction in Punjab. In 2009 militants carried out 19 suicide attacks in Punjab while in 2010 

the number of attacks was reduced to 6. In total 90% reduction in suicide attacks is observed 

in Punjab in last two years. Main reason behind this reduction in suicide attacks can be 

attributed to certain policies adopted by the Punjab government. Currently Punjab is ruled by 

Pakistan Muslim League (N) which has a stated policy against war-on-terror. PMLN has also 

opposed military operations against Pakistani militants and has always advocated dialogue to 

resolve the issue of militancy. Besides its policies, the Punjab government also started 

rehabilitation programs for the militants to become part of normal life. It has encouraged 

militants to shun the violence and helped them to live a normal life. In 2011 TTP has not 

conducted any suicide attack in Punjab.  

The other security threat comes from Lashkar-e-Jhangvi which is a sectarian violent group. 

To neutralize LJ, Punjab government has tried to establish good relations with Jamat-e-Ahle-

Sunnat (New name of Sipa-e-Sahaba) which is considered parent organization of LJ through 

provincial Law Minister Rana Sanaullah. Though Punjab government came under severe 

criticism
9
 however the strategy worked well and number of sectarian violence and suicide 

attacks has reduced to a great extent.  

Nonetheless it should be a point of concern for Punjab government that both the suicide 

attacks in 2011 were of sectarian nature and Lashkar-e-Jhangvi was blamed for them. One 

                                                           
9
 http://criticalppp.com/archives/7077 
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attack was aimed at a Shia procession in Lahore
10

 while the other on the Shrine of Sakhi 

Sarwar (sacred for both Shia and Brailvees) in Dera Ghazi Khan.
11

  

Provincial capital Lahore witnessed 4 suicide attacks in 2009, 5 suicide attacks in 2010 and 

only one suicide attack in 2011.   

3. Sindh 

Although current wave of suicide attacks in Pakistan had started from Sindh when French 

engineers were targeted in Karachi in 2002 however suicide attacks in the province declined 

gradually. From 2002 to 2011 militants carried out 15 suicide attacks in Sindh. Out of these 

15 attacks 7 occurred prior to 2008. From 2008 to 2010, in three years militants could carry 

only three suicide attacks in the province. However the year 2011 saw a sudden rise in such 

attacks in Sindh. Last year militants managed to carry out 5 suicide attacks in the province. 

During last year due to turf war between militant wings of MQM and PPP, two political party 

of ruling coalition, the law and order situation in Karachi deteriorated. Increasing lawlessness 

in the financial capital of Pakistan helped TTP and sectarian groups to expand their paws in 

the city. In May 2011 militants carried out one of the most devastating attacks in the history 

of Pakistan against Pakistan Navy's Mehran Naval base and destroyed two PC Orion Navel 

aircrafts and killing 13 people, injuring 16 others the dead include 11 navy officials and 1 

Ranger
12

. Similarly militants targeted SSP Crime Investigation Department Choudhry 

Aslam's residence which is located in high security area of Defense Colony.  

Sudden rise in militant activities in Karachi is a challenge for provincial government as well 

as national law enforcement agencies because the implications of any militant attack in 

Karachi disseminate negative effects throughout the country. A downward trend in suicide 

attacks is observed in rest of the country. A sudden rise in number of suicide attacks in 

Karachi is a point of concern for all the stake holders.  

4. Baluchistan 

During 2011 militants carried out 3 suicide attacks in Baluchistan killing 44 people. Two of 

these three attacks were aimed at high value targets such as Deputy Inspector General of 

Frontier Corp and Deputy Inspector General Police. In one attack of sectarian nature, Shia 

community was targeted outside an Eid Gah on the occasion of Eid-ul-Fiter. Two suicide 

attacks were recorded in 2009 while four were reported in the year 2010 in the province. 

During past 9 years the province faced 15 suicide attacks.  

Western media persons, think tanks, and government officials often claim that Supreme 

leader of Afghan Taliban Mullah Muhammad Umer is hiding in Quetta along with his 

lieutenants –called Quetta Shoora. However activities of Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan 

                                                           
10

 http://express.com.pk/epaper/PoPupwindow.aspx?newsID=1101154454&Issue=NP_LHE&Date=20110126 

11
 http://express.com.pk/epaper/PoPupwindow.aspx?newsID=1101208500&Issue=NP_LHE&Date=20110404 

12
 http://www.thenews.com.pk/NewsDetail.aspx?ID=15943 
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remained fewer in Baluchistan than in other parts of the country. However sectarian violence 

and anti-state nationalist insurgency is on the rise.  

DIG investigation Wazir Khan Nasir's residence was targeted on April 7 by a suicide bomber. 

The DIG was injured in the attack but survived along with his son, daughter and 14 other 

people wounded. The bomber and one policeman died in the attack. Second high profile 

suicide attack targeted DIG FC Brigadier Farrakh's residence on September 7. The officer 

escaped unhurt but 30 people were killed and 60 injured in the attack.  

5. Federally Administrated Tribal Areas (FATA) 

In 2011 highest number of suicide attacks after KPK were recorded in FATA where 76 

people were killed in 9 attacks. Ten suicide attacks were recorded in 2010 while in 2009 the 

number was reduced to 5. It was the year when Pakistani military was conducting operations 

in Swat and South Waziristan. During 2007 and 2008 militants carried out 26 suicide 

bombings in the area.  

Pakistan's tribal areas are called factories of suicide bombers. All suicide attacks and other 

religious militant activities are usually traced back to this area. There are many pockets in 

FATA where government has no established writ and the militants have established 

sanctuaries in these pockets. They have set up training camps where suicide bombers are 

trained and then exported to rest of the country. The region itself too could not avoid the fire 

it was playing with. During the period between 2002 to the end of 2011, militants carried out 

53 suicide bombings in FATA. No significant reduction in suicide attacks is observed in 

FATA during past three years.  

6.  Azad Kashmir and Gilgit Baltistan 

No suicide attack was recorded in Azad Kashmir 

and Gilgit Baltistan during 2011. Only once suicide 

attack has occurred in AJK during past decade. It is 

noteworthy that despite being base camp of 

militancy in Indian Occupied Kashmir and 

headquarters to more than 15 militant 

organizations, AJK generally remained no-go area 

for anti-Pakistan militants. Master mind of several high profile militant attacks in Pakistan 

Ilyas Kashmiri belonged to AJK and his organization was based in Kotli AJK. But when he 

shifted his militant campaign from Kashmir to target Pakistani forces he had to shift his base 

from Kotli to FATA. Despite being a Kashmiri he could not attract Kashmiri youth for his 

anti-Pakistan activities. Similarly, Al-Qaeda too could not establish itself in Kashmir despite 

its repeated statements for the freedom of Kashmir. The reason behind this factor is that 

militants active in Kashmir always tried to distance themselves from Al-Qaeda and other 

militant movements operating at international level. Kashmir militant groups are considered 

pro Pakistan for certain reasons. One of them is that public sentiments in Occupied Kashmir 

are pro Pakistan and any militant organization that will turn its guns against Pakistan's 

Province/Region No. of Attacks Killed 

Khyber PK 22 406 

FATA 9 76 

Baluchistan 3 44 

Sindh 5 18 

Punjab 2 61 

Galgit Baltistan 0 0 

Azad Kashmir 0 0 

 ( Region-wise Detail of attacks 2011) 
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interests will lose its public support in Occupied Kashmir. Another important thing is that 

even Kashmiri militants could not affect the moderate social fabric of AJK. The population 

consists of moderate Muslims and no extremism could prevail in this region.  

Although Gilgit Baltistan or Northern Areas of the country are safe from suicide bombings 

but sectarian violence are on the rise.  

 

6 Analysis on the basis of Types of Targets 

1. Suicide Attacks against Pak Military 

Conflict Monitoring Center’s study determines that militants’ ability to target military 

installations has significantly diminished. Despite their desire to inflict heavy losses to 

Pakistani military, It is worth noting that during year 2011, militants carried out 41 suicide 

attacks in Pakistan however, only four suicide attacks were aimed at military installations. 

Out of these four attacks, more than one soldier was killed in only two attacks. These two 

attacks were also carried out on soft military targets such as a recruitment center at Shabqadar 

district Charsadda KPK and a bakery run by Pak Army in Peshawar. 

 It is a matter of fact that suicide attack is most lethal weapon in the armory of militants. It 

looks almost impossible to stop 

someone who is bent upon giving 

up his life. However, Pakistani 

military, especially army has 

managed to safeguard its 

installations against suicide attacks 

successfully during the year. Suicide 

attacks are of prime concern for 

military leadership as they create a 

sense of desperation and 

disappointment in the affected 

people. To address this concern 

Pakistani military has improved its 

security mechanism to avert suicide attacks at the first place. However, if a militant manages 

to detonate himself, the military has tried to ensure minimum loss of lives. It looks that 

protection measures adopted by Pakistani military are effective. 

2. Attacks on Paramilitary Forces 

Among the Paramilitary forces, Frontier Corp has suffered most by suicide attacks during the 

year 2011. Militants attacked four times on FC targets killing 110 people. To target Deputy 

Inspector General FC Baluchistan two suicide bombers attacked on his residence and convoy 

with the difference of few minutes. The DIG survived but 30 people died and 60 got injured.  

Type of Target No of Attacks 

Military 4 

Paramilitary Forces 4 

Police 10 

Public Places 23 

• Shrines 2 

• Religious Processions/Places 1 

• Funerals  2 

• Mosques 2 

• Political Rallies 3 

• Quomi Lashkar Leaders 3 

• Others 10 

(Target-wise breakup of attack in 2011) 
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FC has a pivotal role in Pakistan's counter insurgency campaign. It is deployed in troubled 

areas of FATA and Baluchistan. It is facing well trained and well equipped militants while its 

own capacity and capability to fight against guerilla war needs huge improvement. Primarily 

its job was policing in FATA and certain areas of Baluchistan. But after 9/11 it was assigned 

the task counter terrorism. It was something beyond FC's capacity and capability. Pakistan 

with the help of US had devised strategies to train FC as a counter terrorism force. US 

trainers were used for the task. But the program saw an abrupt closure in 2011 after 

Abbottabad Operation by US Navy Seals against Al-Qaeda chief Osama Bin Laden. Pakistan 

had expelled US military trainers and refused the financial assistance for the program. 

3. Police 

Police remained a soft target for the militants during 2011.Among security forces; the police 

faced highest number of suicide attacks. During the year militants carried out ten suicide 

attacks against police killing 54 people. Basic role of police is to control ordinary crimes and 

maintain law and order. It does not possess required training and ability to fight well trained 

militants who have vast experience to fight against regular armies. The militants exploit this 

weakness and frequently target police stations and officers. Especially, the police of KPK 

province is a soft target for the militants. During the year 2011, nine out of ten suicide attacks 

against police were aimed at KPK Police. Despite constant threat and consistent attacks from 

militants, government has not done enough to provide required training, arms and equipment 

to police departments of different province. In many cases when a only bread earner of the 

family killed his family left high and dry. The government should initiate some supportive 

program for such families. It will certainly boost the morale of police force. 

 

7 Possible Reasons behind Decline in Suicide Attacks 

1. Impact of Prime Minister's APC on suicide attacks 

Conflict Monitoring Center's study on suicide attacks points out that All Party Conference 

convened by Prime Minister Yousuf RazaGilani in September 2011 imparted significant 

impacts on security situation in the country. The APC had called for 'give peace a chance' 

policy and asked for dialogue with militants fighting against Pakistani security forces
13

. Prior 

to this APC average suicide attacks per month was 4 while during next three month a sharp 

62.5 percent reduction is observed and average suicide attacks per month dropped to 2.5. 

There are unconfirmed reports that a dialogue between militants and the government has 

started. Some statements from TTP suggest that militants are willing to talk. Though Army 

had denied that it is not part of any dialogue but at the same time it pointed out that dialogue 

is a political process and at the behest of government.  

The APC was convened after US threats to launch a unilateral operation by USA against 

Haqqani network in North Waziristan.  
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 http://www.thenews.com.pk/TodaysPrintDetail.aspx?ID=9197&Cat=13 
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2. Arrest of Raymond Davis 

Raymond Davis episode has at last become the turning point in Pak-US relation. Probably it 

has become the beginning point of return from war on terror for Pakistan. On January 27, 

2011 Raymond Davis, a CIA contractor killed two men in Lahore. This incident led to 

diplomatic furor and deterioration in Pak-US relation
14

. There is no clear evidence yet there is 

interesting linear equation between deterioration of Pak-US relation and reduction in suicide 

attacks in Pakistan. 

 

3. Planning and Operational Capabilities of TTP Badly Damaged 

Besides effectiveness of security mechanism by Pakistani military, it is also a matter of fact 

that after Swat and South Waziristan military operations and effective intelligence operations, 

planning and operational capacity and capabilities of Pakistani Taliban are severely damaged. 

Conflict Monitoring Center’s study shows that TTP lacks planning component of its anti-state 

activities. Initially suicide attacks were meant to target only high value targets, which 

required high level of planning, but now TTP uses its suicide weapon just like a shotgun with 

almost no strategic planning involved. 

Death of Qari Hussain last year in a drone attack
15

 was a severe blow to TTP planning 

division as he was mastermind and trainer of suicide attacks in Pakistan. Pak Army has 

eliminated many of the top leadership of TTP during its military operations. Now the group is 

led by Hakeemullah Mehsood who is relatively young in his early 30s and does not possess 

any significant experience in guerrilla war.  Besides this, he and his lieutenants are on the run 

due to military operations. TTP’s command structure is now ineffective and suicide attacks 

are no more controlled by its central command.  It is now at the discretion of local TTP 

commanders to plan and execute suicide attacks. Tariq Afridi group of TTP that operates in 

some areas of Khyber Agency has used a suicide bomber against a mosque, killing more than 

fifty people and earning bad name for TTP. The attack was gravely condemned by public in 

FATA and TTP lost public support in many areas where local people had some sympathies 

for the group. 

It is also evident that operational capabilities of the militant are also destroyed considerably. 

Only four suicide attacks against military during the year show that TTP is not able to 

execute effective suicide attacks against military targets.  

 

8 No increase in Suicide Attacks after Bin Laden’s Death 

Conflict Monitoring Center’s study shows that Osama Bin Laden’s death in a US covert 

operation in Abbottabad on May 2 has made no impact on intensity of suicide attacks. Prior 
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to the Abbottabad operation militants carried out 17 suicide attacks while 24 such attacks 

were observed in next seven months. Average suicide attacks in a month were even reduced 

after Abbottabad Operation towards end of the year. Average before the Abbottabad 

Operation the average was 4.25/month while in next seven months the average reduced to 

3.42/month. 

The world feared revengeful attacks by Al-Qaeda and its affiliates like TTP after Bin Laden’s 

reported death. TTP had also threatened to take revenge from Pakistani military and 

government. However, CMC’s study reveals that Bin Laden’s death remained irrelevant to 

the suicide attacks in Pakistan. It demonstrates that capabilities of Al-Qaeda in Pakistan have 

been reduced extensively. Perhaps Osama Bin Laden himself was also irrelevant to the 

operational aspects of his own organization and was only a symbol of inspiration for the 

militants.  

 

9 Some High Profile attacks 

1. Army Recruitment Center 

On February 10, 2011, a suicide blast at an Army recruitment center in District Mardan 

in Khyber Pakhtunkha killed 33, injuring 42 others. TTP claimed responsibility for the 

attack
16

. 

2. Twin Suicide Bombing Against Frontier Corp 

90 people, including 73 paramilitary forces and 17 civilians, were killed  on May 13, 

when twin suicide bombers attacked Pakistan paramilitary personnel as they were 

about to leave from a FC training center in the Shabqadar tehsil in District 

Charsadda
17

  

3. DSP Killed 

On January 30, a suicide bomber detonated the explosives strapped to his body near 

the vehicle of Abdur Rashid Khan, the Deputy Superintendent of Police (DSP) Saddar 

Circle, on Kohat Road Peshawar. The DSP Khan, one of his gunmen and driver and 

two civilians died in the attack
18

 

4. Attack on DIG FC 

At least 28 people, including an FC Colonel and the wife of the Deputy Inspector 

General of Frontier Corps, were killed in two suicide attacks outside the official 

residence of the DIG here on September 8, 2011. The DIG, Brigadier Farrukh 

Shahzad, and 16 FC personnel were among 82 people injured in the attacks. There 
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were 13 security personnel and 15 civilians among the dead. The suicide attack, in 

which Brig Farrukh Shahzad was an apparent target, took place in a high-security 

neighbourhood which has several government offices and residences of senior 

officials, including the Governor’s House, Chief Minister’s House, residences of IG 

Police and chief secretary just about 500 meters from the bombing area
19

. 

5. Attack on SSP’s Residence in Karachi 

A suicide bomber drove an explosives-laden car into the home of a senior  police 

officer in Defense area in Karachi on September 19, killing eight people, including a 

woman and her eight-year-old son. Although investigators were not sure about the 

way the attack was carried out on the residence of SP Muhammad Aslam Khan, better 

known as ChaudhryAslam, who heads the anti-extremist cell of Sindh police’s Crime 

Investigation Department (CID), they insisted that the attacker driving a double-cabin 

pick-up packed with over 300kg of explosives hit the entrance gate of the residence in 

Street 32, off Saba Avenue, DHA Phase VIII. Three policemen, Zakir Khan, Zunaid 

Khan and Sohail Moin guarding the SP’s house, and his cook Nizamuddin, died on 

the spot. A driver of the neighboring bungalow, Muhammad Anwar, and his son 

Muhammad Asif, also became the victims with fatal wounds of bomb splinters. A 

widow in her mid-30s, and her eight-year-old son Mohid Khan were also killed in the 

bombing. She was taking her only son to a nearby school. 

6. Attack on Mosque during Friday Prayers: 51 Killed 

At least 51 people were killed and 105 injured, in a suicide attack inside Mandokhel 

Masjid in the Jamrud area of Khyber Agency on August 19, 2011. A young boy aged 

15-16 years had entered the mosque through a window and exploded himself in the 

main hall during Friday prayers. Officials also confirmed that the blast was a suicide 

attack. Locals said some militants had entered the area but had been forced to leave by 

tribal elders. When the suicide bomber entered the mosque, he is reported to have 

shouted “Who will throw me out of the area now?”. 
20

 
21

 

7. Suicide Attacks during Eid Prayer 

A car suicide bombing at the occasion of Eid-ul-Fitr on August 31, 2011 killed at least 

11 people and injured 21 in Quetta. The attack took place in the parking lot of a 

mosque when hundreds of Muslims were leaving after Eid al Fitr prayers. "The 

attacker wanted to ram the explosive-laden car into Eid Gah (the mosque) but the 

explosion occurred in the parking lot," city police chief said, adding that due to "tight 
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security" around the mosque the attacker could not get beyond the car park. Two 

women and a boy are among the dead.
22

 

8. Suicide Attack on Funeral prayer 

On September 15, 2011, a suicide bomber detonated himself in the funeral prayer in 

Jandol area of lower Dir district of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, killing 35 and 

injuring 71 civilians. It was funeral prayer of a tribel elder Bakht Khan who had 

established a private Lashkar (Armed group) against Taliban
23

.  

 

10 Suicide Attacks vs Drone Attacks 

There is an interesting happenstance between suicide attacks and Drone in Pakistan. Some 

analysts in Pakistan believe drone attacks triggers suicide attacks. Relatives of victims of 

Drone attacks join militant groups to take revenge. They carry suicide attacks against 

Pakistani military and government for its support in US led war against Al-Qaeda and 

Taliban. There is also a small minority of the people in Pakistan who support drone attacks 

and criticize those who protest against these strikes. They are of the view that instead of 

opposing drone attacks protest demonstrations should be held against suicide attacks. The 

statistics may be interesting for both types of people. Total number of drone attacks and 

suicide attacks since the beginning of war-on-terror is almost equal. The CIA has carried out 

303
24

 drone attacks in Pakistan while the militants have carried out 301 suicide attacks during 

the period. Both types of attacks were intensified in 2007. In 2011 when drone attacks were 

declined suicide attacks were also reduced. After US attack on a Pakistani Army check post 

drone attacks were stopped and suicide attacks too were almost stopped.  

11 Comparison with Afghanistan 

According to Conflict Monitoring Center’s study report covering July to September 2011 

period 25 suicide attacks were carried out by Afghan militants during the study period. The 

period between July and September saw 132 deaths in suicide attacks in Afghanistan while 

243 people were injured. During the period, 49 security forces’ personnel and 48 civilians 

were killed while 123 security forces personnel and 110 civilians were injured in suicide 

attacks. Targets of suicide attacks in Afghanistan were diverse in nature as in 7 attacks police 

was attacked, 5 attacks were aimed at International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) 

including NATO forces, government officials were targeted in 6 attacks, private security 

guards were targeted in 2 attacks while three attacks were carried out at public places. British 

Consulate was also remained suicide attack. 
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During the study period, highest number of suicide attacks was carried out against afghan 

police. To destabilize government machinery militants often target Afghan police. Writ of 

Afghan government can effectively be established when its police can maintain law and order 

situation. Being soft target for militants, Afghan police is generally unable to perform its 

primary task. Taliban has established a parallel shadow government in most of the areas of 

Pashtun belt. Police is exposed to militants and relatively soft target for militants having 

desired impacts.  

Police is also first step of the ladder of security system in any country, which directly 

interacts with public. It is presumed that when a security agency cannot protect itself from 

militant onslaught how it 

can earn the trust of the 

people of the country.  

 In contrast percentage 

civilian casualties in 

Afghanistan as compared 

to Pakistan are low where 

number of deaths of 

civilians is almost equals 

to the death of armed 

personnel.  

 

 

 

SFP=Security Forces Personnel M=militants, C=Civilian 

 

12 Surge in Suicide Attacks after Lal Masji Operation 

Statistics show that suicide attacks in Pakistan sharply increased after military operation against Lal 

Masjid clerics and their armed followers in July 2007. Before this operation militants had conducted 

33 suicide attacks in the period 6.5 years but after the operation 43 suicide attacks were observed in 

just next five months. 

Militants use lal Masjid Operation as a stimulator for would be suicide bombers. Video clips and tales 

of the operations are used to exploit the emotions of mostly teen agers youths. Some other videos, 

allegedly of Pak Army beating captured Taliban are also used to incite suicide bombings.  

Although the government has reinstalled the contentious cleric Moulana Abdul Aziz at Lal Masjid but 

the menace is still looming on the country in the shape of suicide bombers.   

Month-Wise Breakup of Suicide Attack in Afghanistan 

Table   Killed Injured 

 No. SFP M C Total SFP M C Total 

January 2 4  16 20     

February  4 3 2 36 41   30 30 

March  10 5 10 83 98 13  169 182 

April  13 23 18 1 42 34 5 24 63 

May 12 24 15 22 61 27  80 107 

June 12 14 21 65 100 33  108 143 

July 5 15 5 4 24 10  19 29 

August 8 24 19 26 69   59 59 

September 11 10 11 18 39 111 2 42 155 

October 14 26 22 17 65  5 37 42 

November 5 12 9 0 21  5 20 25 

December 6 2 7 86 95   218 218 

Gross Total 102 162 139 374 675 228 17 806 1063  


